Product Quality - The Tile and Iron Studio
The Tiles: We only use pure porcelain tiles. Porcelain tile is made from a much finer clay than ceramic and is
fired at much higher temperatures than ceramic as well. One of porcelain’s most important characteristics is
its resistance to moisture. It is also resistant to wear, deep abrasion and frost, making porcelain a great
product for outdoor use in the harshest of climates.

The Lettering: Numerous layers of outdoor glaze are applied to the porcelain tile . Once the glaze dries the
tiles are then kiln fired to 2,000 degrees fusing the glaze to the tile. Once the tiles are glued and grouted
into the frame you have a sign designed to last a lifetime and more!
Our Essential line offers you the option of using 12 Year Vehicle Grade Vinyl to create the lettering for your
sign. This is the same vinyl used to create vehicle wrap advertising and will look beautiful on your sign for
many years to come. It is also replacable at any time for a nominal fee.

The Grout: Fusion Pro® is a professional grade acrylic/silicone grout that features
unsurpassed stain resistance with no sealing required. Its Single Component®
formula is ready to use, color consistent and easy to spread and clean. Fusion Pro
can be used in commercial and residential environments, interiors and exteriors,
and on walls and floors. Its patented formulation can be used on all tiles and has
built-in Microban antimicrobial product protection.

The Frames: Our recessed frames are solid cast aluminum which are poured in various size molds. Once they
have cooled the frames are machined and then sent for powder coating. Powder coating is a type of coating
that is applied as a free-flowing, dry powder. The coating is applied electrostatically and is then cured under
heat to allow it to flow and form a "skin". The powder may be a thermoplastic or a thermoset polymer. It is
used to create a hard finish that is much tougher than conventional paint.

Curb Appeal: One of the first things someone sees when they drive up to your home is the house number sign.
Having them see a sign which was custom designed for your home only enhances the curb appeal and value of
your property.
Visibility: All of our signs are designed to be as visible as possible. For the maximum in visibility, select a design
which has white numbers on a dark background. Any ambient light whatsoever, even at night, will be reflected
by the white glaze.
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